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Executive Director, Curriculum and Integrative Learning Curricular Affairs
Athena R. Ganchorre, PhD

Interim Associate Dean, Curricular Affairs
Sean Elliott, MD

Associate Dean, Student Affairs
George Fantry, MD

OSD Administrative Assistant
Karsten Coleman

OSD Learning Specialist
Lauren Pierce
Breanna L. Sherrow, PhD

PMAP Learning Specialist
College of Medicine
Amy Rowe

Peer Tutors
Student Affairs
Alexa Aaronson
Christian Bergman
Ike Chinyere
Hannah Johnson
Daniel Joseph
Dilari Onur
Kendra Marr
Siddesh Gopalakrishnan
Sophia Spadafore
Andrew Tubbs

NBME Testing Center, Program Coordinator
Shaiya Tucker

NBME Testing Center, Proctors
Harrison Coleman
Michael Tang
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